FORTY     THOUSAND     AGAINST     THE     ARCTIC
designed to introduce foreign sailors to the problems and
achievements under socialism. Statistics demonstrated the
progress of industrialization, the growth of collective farming,
the liquidation of illiteracy., and the spreading of evening
classes, university study and village kindergartens. Most
prominent of all, framed by red flags and golden bushels
of wheat, the coat of arms of the Soviet Government shone
above a huge white hoarding. On the hoarding were
displayed—as impressively and grandly as (I fancied) the
Mosaic laws on their twelve tables—the salient paragraphs
of the new Constitution.
I walked resoundingly along the main road—resoundingly,
because the streets of Igarka, as everything else in it, are
built of timber and are, in fact, little else than bridges of
well-polished beams over ground that is caked in ice for
most of the year and dissolves into swamp during the short
intensive summer of ninety days of almost continuous sun-
shine.    Motor cars, lorries, trucks,  watercarts and little
bogies that carry timber in hidden claws between their
wheels; all boom and throb cheerfully along these floating
parquets.  Some of the timber houses at the sides of the road
had tilted and half-collapsed, I noticed; and I  was told
that these were the houses first built.   Five to eight feet below
the surface the ground is perpetually frozen.    In the first
winter of human habitation—when the huge brick-stoves
were blazing furiously to keep the citizens of Igarka warm—
this age old ice started melting on the surface.   Structural
pillars sank In, walls sagged.   A different method is adopted
now.   The ground floor is raised by ten inches or so above
the surface of the ground so that air can circulate freely
underneath.   That isolates the earth of the Arctic against
the warmth of human comfort.  Most of the houses in Igarka
are built in the style of Swiss chalets.   But the public build-
ings, the theatre and club, the cinema, the fire station, the
Port Authority  building,  and  the  Town  Hall  are  fine
experiments in  modern functionalist  architecture.    The
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